Case Study

Time Tracking.
Cross-Platform.
Smart.
Mobile development

Customer
Global leader of professional
productivity software

Industry
Productivity

Challenge
To make digital time tracking
experience more efficient than
traditional paperwork

Wearables

Omnichannel

Enterprise

BYOD

Solution

Features and benefits:

ELEKS created a complex enterprise system
for activity reporting that allowed employees
to simplify their time tracking and client billing
processes. The conventional time tracking
tasks, previously associated with manual note
taking, can now be performed automatically
on-the-go, faster, and with greater efficiency
thanks to integrated activity capturing features.

Transparent and responsive UI
Together with the customer, ELEKS’ team
implemented a smart, animated interface
with intuitive and simple user controls.
Omniсhannel experience
Application functionality can be extended
across several devices assigned to a single
user account. All data is quickly and securely
transferred and synchronized, creating a
seamless experience across wrist, mobile,
and desktop versions.

Initially developed for desktop use, the
application evolved, over seven years of close
collaboration, into a cross-platform solution.
Available on six different mobile platforms,
the app was adapted to support the emerging
smartwatch gadgets. The smartwatch app
integrates only the most essential product
features, enabling users to start/stop tracking
time, and review a graphical representation of a
report or create a voice memo with a single tap.

Offline operating mode
The application can run in both offline and
online modes, ensuring entered data is stored
locally and uploaded as soon as a network
connection is restored.
Native support on multiple platforms

Technology

The app is available on six mobile platforms,
each developed natively:

Mobile Solutions: Objective-C, Java, C#, SQLite
Server Side: ASP.NET
Security: Good Dynamics Secure Mobility
Platform

“

What sets them apart is their ability
to focus on areas of excellence and
provide thought leadership to their
customers. That’s unusual in my
experience and pretty valuable.
Co-founder,
Customer Company

Find us at eleks.com
Have a question? Write to eleksinfo@eleks.com

